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What is Self-Publishing?
A brief overview



Self-Publishing

Self-Publishing is the publication of any book or other media by the 
author of the work, without the involvement of an established third-
party publisher. 


The author is responsible and in control of the entire process, including 
design (cover/interior), formats, price, distribution, marketing, & PR.


 Authors can do it all themselves or outsource all or part of the process 
to companies that offer these services.



History of Self-Publishing

If you weren’t published, your books could not be sold


If you had a lot of money, you could do a “vanity project”


Publisher works with author and just prints many copies of the book 
for the author to sell on their own


Huge upfront costs


The advent of e-books and POD (print on demand) changed everything



Advantages   &   Disadvantages
Control, control, control


Easy to do 


Keep Your Rights


Higher Royalties/Income


Print on Demand lowers cost


Outsourcing


No Gatekeepers


Lots of competition


Negative Stigma


Personal Costs


Dealing with bookstores


Marketing & Promotion


Chances of success are low



The Process
How Do You Do It?



Where to Start?
Why You Want to Write?


For money? For status? For 
love? To tell your story? To 
leave a legacy? For 
credibility? Bragging rights? 


Write, Write, & Write Some More


There are many different 
strategies to writing


Tips:


Set realistic goals and 
deadlines


Don’t wait for your muse


Get out of your comfort 
zone (and the house)


Set a timer to get started


Nanowrimo



Editing
Edit, Edit, & Edit Some More


Read through it several 
times and try to find errors, 
story problems, etc.


Tip: Either read it out loud & 
record yourself to listen 
later or use audio-reading 
software to spot mistakes


Another set of eyes


Professional/Personal


Remember that in the 
end it is YOUR book so 
you get to decide what’s 
best, but remember not 
everyone jealous of your 
“masterpiece”



Self-Publishing
Companies:


Amazon.com


Lulu.com


Ingram Spark


Smashwords (eBook only)


Digital Only or Print on Demand


Print books need to have a size 
picked out and and should be in 
color or  black & white (huge 
cost difference)


Copyright/ISBN


The right to sue


Ideas & Titles


ISBN useful, but not required



PEOPLE DO JUDGE BOOKS BY THEIR COVERS
SO THINK CAREFULLY ABOUT YOURS (WHAT WILL ATTRACT YOUR AUDIENCE) & GET INSPIRED!



Helpful Tools
Word Processing


Scrivener


Photo-Editing


Photoshop


GIMP (free)


Vector Graphics


Illustrator


Inkscape (free)


Desktop Publishing


InDesign


Scribus (free)


iBooks Author (free for Mac)



Self-Publishing
Format kindle/epub version


HTML/CSS


Export from Word/InDesign


Many technical difficulties 
associated with it


If you have the skills, you can 
self-publish for free


If you don’t want to do it all 
yourself, you can outsource 
parts or even all of it to various 
companies to create a 
“professional” book, but be 
ready to pay a hefty price



Pricing
Royalties vary from 35% to 70% 
with eBooks


$2.99 considered the “ideal” 
eBook price, but that is artificial


The lower the price, the more 
people are willing to take a 
chance on it and be more 
forgiving if it isn’t perfect


Print books have smaller 
royalties, due to the costs of 
printing


Distribution channels can effect 
pricing as well



Tips
A Little Extra Help



Great Expectations
The odds are against you


Average self-published book 
only sells 100-150 copies (2/3 
to 3/4 are friends and family)


Even if your book is great, there 
is a good chance it will not sell


Quality is no guarantee of 
success


Niche books tend to do well


Getting into a bookstore is not 
that important anymore


Reviews are hard to get (big or 
small)


The business is always changing



Marketing is Tough
Writing is only half the battle, the 
other half is marketing


Even if your work is great, if 
nobody knows about it, no one 
will care about it


Giving some/all of your book 
away “for free”


Grow your e-mail list (with a 
freebie)


Avenues: Social Media 
(facebook, twitter), Blogging 
(wordpress, tumblr, blogspot), 
personal website, videos, 
conventions, giving talks, etc.


The point is to make people care 
and feel they want to know what 
is in your book



The Quality of Quantity
One of the best marketing 
techniques is to keep writing


Don’t spend your entire life 
crafting your one masterpiece 
that will never get read


Instead focus on creating 
several “good” books as 
opposed to one “great” book


If one of your many books 
becomes a success, your others 
will follow


Hugh Howey, his successful 
novel WOOL was his 9th book, 
and when it achieved success, 
so did his other works



Slow and Steady
Because your work is self-
published, it will not go out of 
print unless you want it to.


You have TIME on your side, 
don’t be discouraged if people 
are not buying right away. 


Keep chipping away at your 
promotion strategies and they 
will slowly start to pay off


Try to remain flexible, this is not 
a “get rich quick” type of 
endeavor


You don’t need to have a 
bestseller to make a living



For Future Mangaka
Comics/manga are 
straightforward to set up in print 
but a little tricky in eBook


Make certain that your work is 
big, polished, and professional


You may be forced to give even 
more away online to gain a 
fandom


Merchandising is your friend


Foster online and offline 
communities


Finding your audience is easy, 
they are all around you right 
here at the conventions!



Further Resources
The Book Designer


Creative Penn


Helping Writers Become Authors


Self-Publishing Podcast


Lindsay Buroker


KDP Boards


Talk to your favorite authors and 
ask them for tips


The Internet is your friend!



Questions?


